JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
Also Massingham and Legros. Berthelot said that he read
from ii to midnight. Then worked from 12 to 3 writing out
his telegrams, and got up at 7.30. He had done this for six
years—j think he said without a break. He talked exceedingly
well, indeed perfectly, rather in the manner of Cambon. All
his judgments seemed to be quite detached and fair. But you
could see he was the official, crafty, urbane, and also good-
natured. He told several funny stories, two pathetic ones,
quoted mots, quoted poetry; and poured my best champagne
into a tumbler of water; didn't smoke; and left at 10.30,
having given us a most finished entertainment.
On the other hand, he never once showed the slightest curiosity
about anything whatever outside his own sphere of action—
not the slightest. He had a great notion of LI. George's agility
of mind, and quickness to grasp new ideas. He said that among
the big men at the Conference, Clemenceau was the only one
who thought only of his country. (True, I imagine. But I
wish he had thought of it differently.) He was politely fierce
against Hoover, while recognising his value. Of Wilson he
said that during the war he had all his immense correspondence
from persons unknown to him classified regionally etc., and
got local people to report on the senders, and thus arrived at
a notion of what public opinion was in each district, and suited
his political arguments to that district, and thus in the end
managed to bring U.S.A. into the war. I thought this rather
good, but Berthelot despised it, and implied that a truly great
man would convert the state of public opinion by means within
his own mind, not employing machinery.
As a fact, Berthelot has little use for public opinion. He
said: "On peut toujours s'asseoir dessus." He said that
Wilson had got on by failing at everything : the Bar, university,
New Jersey, etc.; and that some people did get on like that:
which is true. His judgment on the man's double quality—
idealistic, and yet ruthless in affairs—was excellent. But he
didn't seem to realise that this judgment doesn't dispose of the
Americans and of their future predominance. You can under-
stand the secret disdain of such a highly-cultured, broad-
minded, efficient, conscientious and industrious man, descendant
of a great father and the finest civilisation, for the cradeness
and mental slovenliness of representatives of U.S.A. and even
of England. And he gave us a great show.
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